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Internet Filtering in 

China 
 
Overview 
China has devoted extensive resources to 
building one of the largest and most 
sophisticated filtering systems in the 
world. As the Internet records 
extraordinary growth in services as well as 
users, the Chinese government has 
undertaken to limit access to any content 
that might potentially undermine the 
state's control or social stability by 
pursuing strict supervision of domestic 
media, delegated liability for online 
content providers, and increasingly, a 
propaganda approach to online debate 
and discussion. 
 
Background 
The convening of the 17th Chinese 
Communist Party (CCP) Congress in 
October 2007, at which China’s top 
echelon of government leaders chose 
their eventual successors, was the 
beginning of a momentous year for China,  
and consequently for domestic and 
international news media. On March 10, 
2008, hundreds of monks in the Tibetan 
autonomous region led a series of 
protests to demand loosening of 
restrictions on religious practices and  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
even independence for Tibet.1 Chinese 
authorities rapidly responded with arrests 
and a violent crackdown against 
thousands of monks and rioting Tibetans.2 
A corresponding clampdown on reporting 
from the region and other Tibetan-
populated areas in western China left 
media with a dearth of reliable 
information. With only official accounts 
and dispatches released by Tibetan exile 
organizations, issues like the  
actual death toll were questioned. The 
crackdown in Tibet galvanized protests 
both supportive and critical of China’s 
policies towards its religious and ethnic 
minorities, especially as symbolized in the 
Olympic torch making its way in an
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KEY INDICATORS 
 worst                                                  best 

GNI per capita (PPP US$)……………………......................................6,757 ……….. 

Life expectancy at birth (years)……………………………………………….72.5 …………………………………  …… 

Literacy rate (% of people age 15+)…………………………………………90.9 …………………………………          ………. 

Human development index (out of 177)…………………………………..…81 ……………   ……………………… 

Rule of law (percentile)……………………………………………………………..42 ……………………………….. 

Voice and accountability (percentile)……………………………………………6 ……… 

Digital opportunity index (out of 181)…………………………………………77 …………………………………… 

Internet users (% of population)……………………………………………...22.3 ……………… 

 
elaborate tour around the world. The 
conflicts that erupted in cities as distant 
as Paris3 and Seoul in March and April 
contributed to a so-called transnational 
Chinese backlash against western media 
portrayals of China, culminating in a an 
“anti-CNN” movement and a call for a 
boycott against the French supermarket 
chain Carrefour.4 
 
On May 12, 2008, a 7.9-magnitude 
earthquake, with its epicenter in 
Wenchuan county, Sichuan province, 
killed around 90,000 people and injured 
hundreds of thousands, leveling over five 
million buildings and leaving millions 
homeless.5 During the massive relief 
efforts and national mobilization of 
volunteers and monetary contributions 
immediately following the quake, media 
were allowed to operate with 
unprecedented openness, with official 
state outlets such as China Central 
Television winning notice and praise for 
presenting timely and uncanned news. 
However, within a few weeks authorities 
had already begun to encircle and 
regulate the story.  The government issued 
bans on coverage of certain topics and 
required the registration of reporters, but 
it took authorities repeated efforts to 
quash coverage of one of the most potent 
and enduring controversies: the extent of 
government responsibility for the shoddy 

school construction that caused the tragic 
deaths of thousands of schoolchildren and 
teachers.6 Authorities did not release an 
official statistic of the number of 
schoolchildren who died until almost a 
year after the quake, and some accused 
the official figure of 5,335 figure as too 
low in comparison with Reuters’ 
estimation of 9,000 deaths, calculated 
from reports by the state news agency and 
local media.7 This led one commentator to 
state that, “Chinese news reports on this 
major story unfolded in a complicated 
environment, and it is impossible to 
render a simple verdict about media 
coverage.”8  
 
With over USD40 billion spent on hosting 
the 2008  Olympic Games in Beijing, the 
Chinese government acted to assert 
control over this global event while 
presenting an open and welcoming 
environment for athletes, media, foreign 
dignitaries and visitors.9 As part of these 
overtures, the government issued 
regulations in January 2007 allowing 
journalists to travel across the country 
without registering with local authorities 
and to interview subjects without official 
consent.10 While the unblocking of Web 
sites and improved access to officials at 
Olympics venues marked some 
improvements in openness and 
transparency, the government also 
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stepped up surveillance around Beijing 
and prevented activists from petitioning to 
use legally sanctioned protest zones.  
 
After a news conference held by the US 
men's volleyball team, in which several 
Chinese reporters had their notebooks 
(and at least one tape recorder) 
confiscated, Beijing Olympics spokesman 
Sun Weide denied knowledge of this 
differential treatment of Chinese 
reporters: “I am not very clear about the 
situation you raised," he said. “For 
Chinese journalists, they very much enjoy 
the rights to cover the Beijing Olympic 
Games... the rights are protected by the 
constitution in China.”11 Yet China’s ‘open-
door’ policy for journalists as a result of 
the Olympics had a marginal impact on 
Olympics coverage by domestic media. 
The government persisted in its 
clampdown on local Chinese media,12 and 
the Foreign Correspondents’ Club of China 
confirmed 63 cases of reporting 
interference during the Olympics out of a 
total of 178 in 2008, including ten 
incidents of police roughing up reporters 
and breaking their cameras.13 While the 
relaxed rules for foreign journalists were 
made permanent in October 2008,14 new 
rules issued in February 2009 required 
reporters based in Hong Kong and Macao 
to apply for a permit prior to ever reporting 
trip to mainland China.15  
 
A month after the Olympics concluded, a 
scandal erupted over tainted milk 
products that killed six infants and 
sickened nearly 300,000 others.16 
Information soon emerged indicating that 
provincial governments, central 
government agencies, as well as officials 
from the Sanlu group, China’s leading 
seller of milk powder, had either 
suppressed earlier reports of 
contamination or failed to act, likely at the 
cost of human lives.17 Although it had 

been receiving complaints about its infant 
milk powder since December 2007, the 
Sanlu group only informed its board in 
August 2008, prompting its joint venture 
partner Fonterra to inform the New 
Zealand government.18 A reporter for the 
newspaper Southern Weekend, known for 
its investigative reports, wrote in a blog 
post that he several journalists were 
prevented in July from publishing findings 
about how milk powder was making 
children sick because of pressure from 
Sanlu officials as well as an overall 
Olympics-related clampdown on negative 
news coverage.19 In January 2009, 21 
defendants were convicted for their roles 
in the production and sale of melamine-
tainted products, including two melamine 
producers who received death sentences, 
and life imprisonment for the former Sanlu 
chairwoman.20 
 
As 2008 progressed, the Chinese 
government demonstrated a perceptible 
shift in its media control policies in order 
to better manage the handling of negative 
news reports, which continued to spread 
with incredible speed and intensity on the 
Internet. Also known as “Control 2.0,” this 
approach involves the government taking 
a more active and rapid response to fast-
breaking news events, primarily by 
attempting to set the agenda for coverage 
rather than suppress it.21 With lessons 
learned about the upsides of transparency 
and timeliness from the early Sichuan 
earthquake coverage and other 
emergencies, the central government 
reportedly began allowing local 
governments to disclose information 
about unrest and protests in an apparent 
attempt to “control the news by publicizing 
the news.”22 However, despite gestures 
towards a broader openness with the 
media, the government clearly did not 
intend to relinquish control.23 “Control 
2.0” often resulted in the same delivery of 
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“authoritative” facts, with state news 
agencies such as Xinhua and the People’s 
Daily benefiting from this selectively 
enhanced coverage over commercial 
media.24 In February 2009 the official 
China News Service announced that it 
would create a “blacklist” of journalists 
engaged in “unhealthy professional 
conduct,” and those found breaking rules 
would be prohibited in news reporting and 
editing work.25 
 
Coming off of these perceived triumphs 
and devastating crises, the Chinese 
government warned that extra vigilance 
was needed in 2009. The potential for 
increased social instability triggered by the 
global financial crisis increased anxieties 
in a year already punctuated by powerful 
anniversaries of events tainting the legacy 
of the CCP, which will also commemorate 
sixty years since the founding of the 
People’s Republic of China: twenty years 
since the June 4, 1989 Tiananmen 
Square crackdown; fifty years since the 
Tibetan uprising that led to the Dalai 
Lama’s exile; and ten years since the 
Falun Gong spiritual movement was 
banned quickly after their 10,000-strong 
flash protest in front of Zhongnanhai, the 
compound of the Chinese central 
leadership. Thus, officials repeatedly 
issued reminders that “stability 
preservation work”26 would be a top 
priority. At a media forum in January, an 
official in China’s Internet affairs bureau 
said, “[y]ou have to check the channels 
one by one, the programs one by one, the 
pages one by one … You must not miss 
any step. You must not leave any 
unchecked corners.”27 Efforts to enforce 
stability preservation have resulted in 
predictable crackdowns on media 
reporting; for example, in March 2009, 
reporters were detained, turned back, or 
had their recordings confiscated when 
trying to visit Tibetan areas in three 

provinces ahead of the first anniversary of 
the unrest in Tibet.28 
 
Internet in China 
China leads the world with 298 million 
Internet users, an increase of 42 percent 
from 2007 to the end of 2008.29 More 
astoundingly, in this same time period 
over 90 percent of these users had 
broadband access, a spike of over 100 
million.30 China also has the world’s 
biggest cell phone market, with some 
583.5 million subscribers.31 The rural-
urban divide that influences many gaps in 
the informatization of the national 
economy is closing, but remains 
substantial. With a national Internet 
penetration rate of 22.6 percent, rural 
areas and the poorer western provinces 
are beginning to gain ground.32 At the end 
of 2008, rural Internet users made up 
almost a third of the entire online 
population, a jump of over 60 percent.33 
While many of the poorer and western 
provinces such as Yunnan, Gansu and 
Guizhou continue to have penetration 
rates of less than 10 percent, they also 
have considerable growth rates, upwards 
of 50 percent.34 Driven by the policy goal 
that “every village has access to the 
telephone and every township has access 
to the Internet” by 2010, infrastructure 
development has expanded broadband 
Internet access to 92 percent of 
townships.35 Gender is also an important 
demographic factor in the urban-rural 
divide, with rural male users significantly 
outnumbering women by 15 percent. 
Internet users between the ages of 10-19 
gained ground in 2008, increasing to 35 
percent of all users and overtaking the 20-
29 age group to become the leading 
demographic using the Internet.36  
 
Web sites registered in China are another 
exponential growth area, increasing by 
91.4% from 2007.37 Social media 
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platforms continues to take hold: 210 
million Internet users in China have visited 
video sharing sites, 54 percent have blogs 
(although only 35 percent of those update 
them at least once every six months), 
almost a third participate in online 
discussion forums, and 19 percent belong 
to social networking sites.38 Chinese 
netizens have access to a wide variety of 
well developed Internet platforms for the 
domestic market that have typically 
outpaced foreign services such as search 
engines (Baidu’s market share is at 63 
percent compared to Google’s 28 
percent), online portals (the top four 
portals – Sohu, Sina, Tencent, and 
Netease – claim 73 percent of sector 
revenue), bulletin board services (BBS) 
and discussion forums, online video sites, 
blogs, social networking (the service 
Kaixin has an estimated thirty million daily 
users), and booming business-to-customer 
e-commerce.39 From 2006, when only 
China Netcom and China Telecom were 
permitted to offer pilot commercial VoIP 
services in selected cities,40 the number 
of VoIP service providers has reached 
3,000, mainly in Beijing and Shanghai, 
with the number of users reaching 80 
million.41  
 
In 2008, China’s telecom regulator, the 
Ministry of Information Industry (MII), was 
dissolved and its functions absorbed into 
the new Ministry of Industry and 
Information Technology (MIIT).42 In 
addition to the MII mandate to regulate 
telecommunications, Internet, broadband, 
electronics, computing and software, the 
MIIT’s enhanced authority includes 
supervision of IT development, formerly 
held by the National Development and 
Reform Commission.43 Physical access to 
the Internet is controlled by the MIIT and 
is provided by eight state-licensed Internet 
access providers (ISPs), each of which has 
at least one connection to a foreign 

Internet backbone.44 China’s international 
outlet bandwidth reached 640Gbps in 
2008, an increase of 73.6 percent, but 
China Telecom (ChinaNET) maintained 
over 50 percent of that bandwidth.45 
China Netcom (now China Unicom) joined 
China’s second largest ISP, China169, 
after China Telecom split off in 2003.46  
 
In an effort to boost the fixed-line phone 
industry’s competitiveness in the mobile 
market, in 2008 numerous ministries 
jointly decided to merge the assets of the 
nation’s six state-owned 
telecommunication companies and form 
three groups in 2008, announcing a plan 
to issue licenses for high-speed 3G cell 
phone services after the restructuring.47 
As part of the reorganization, China 
Netcom was fully incorporated into China 
Unicom in October 2008, reportedly 
completing the biggest merger in Chinese 
history.48 In January 2009, the MIIT issued 
three 3G licenses, with China Unicom and 
China Telecom receiving licenses for 
established 3G services and China Mobile 
authorized to carry a Chinese TD-SCDMA 
service, so far unproven, that has been a 
priority of research and development for 
the government.49 
 
By sheer scope and range of topics—from 
online novels to video satires50—the 
Internet “cannot be ignored as a 
battleground for spreading public opinion” 
and sentiment.51 Frequently, incidents 
that go viral (gaining widespread 
popularity by virtue of being shared on the 
Internet), are then catapulted into national 
prominence.  These online phenomena 
also frequently lead to calls for 
government action and response. 
According to journalism professor Hu 
Yong, dedicated coverage by online 
portals, extensive commentary on 
discussion forms, and the potency of 
Internet rumors that reverberate back into 
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traditional media are driving convergence 
in the communications industry—
especially in spawning “new media 
events” that often result in consequences 
for the officials, businesspeople, or 
celebrities involved.52 In an unpublished 
investigative report obtained by David 
Bandurski of the China Media Project, the 
vice president of People’s Daily Online 
said that of the secret internal reports 
sent up to the Central Party Committee 
each year, two-thirds of the few hundred 
reports given priority and action by top 
leaders are from the Internet Office of the 
State Council Information Office.53 
 
The rising prominence of collective efforts 
over the Internet to target and expose 
personal data,54 known as “human flesh 
search engines,” appear to serve a 
voracious appetite within the Chinese 
online community for personal 
accountability. According to Xinhua, the 
phenomenon had its origins in 2001, 
when a man posted a picture of a woman 
he claimed to be his girlfriend on the 
portal Mop.com, and other Internet users 
identified her as a model for Microsoft, 
proving him a liar.55 Human flesh search 
engines can initiate investigations as 
straightforward as looking for missing 
relatives, but sometimes stray into 
questionable acts of vigilantism involving 
threats and harassment. In the years 
since, human flesh search engines have 
scored a series of successes in identifying 
corrupt officials who have acted 
shamefully or abused their office (and are 
often subsequently punished), but they 
have also attacked private individuals 
engaging in perceived distasteful 
behavior.56 They are capable of launching 
campaigns against people like Grace 
Wang, a Chinese student at Duke 
University who was filmed in April 2008 
attempting to referee between two 
opposing groups of protesters at a “Free 

Tibet” action on campus.57 After the video 
was posted on YouTube and other Web 
sites, the online reaction was swift: she 
was lambasted in Chinese-language 
discussion forums and portals for being 
“brainwashed” and a “race traitor,” among 
other things, and her parents living in 
China went into hiding after threats were 
painted on their apartment.58 
 
At times, online activity has tested this 
relationship between citizens and 
government on a range of sensitive 
issues. Signed by over 300 Chinese 
activists, scholars, lawyers, and others, 
Charter 08 was issued online on 
December 9, 2008 as a manifesto 
inspired by the founding of Charter 77 in 
Czechoslovakia in 1977.59 It called for the 
protection of human rights, an 
independent judiciary, a republican 
system of “one person, one vote,” and 
other comprehensive reforms.60 Charter 
08 provoked a clear response from 
authorities, who questioned or detained 
more than one hundred of the original 
signatories, including Liu Xiaobo, a well-
known dissident who was detained 
without process on December 8 and 
continues (as of May 13, 2009) to be held 
at an unknown location.61 However, 
through circulation by e-mail and other 
means, Charter 08 had garnered more 
than 7,000 signatures as of early 2009.62  
 
Beyond the hot-button incidents that carry 
news cycles,63 the interaction between 
top-down media supervisory structures 
and a more porous and unpredictable 
online sphere have also contributed to the 
rise of a number of phenomena unique to 
the Chinese cybersphere. The so-called 
Fifty Cent Party, a term referring to an 
estimated 280,000 web commentators 
nationwide who zealously support the CCP 
and were initially rumored to net 50 cents 
per post, are directly organized by the 
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government to “guide” online public 
opinion.64 It had its origins at Nanjing 
University in 2005, where students were 
recruited with work-study funds to 
advocate the Party line on an online 
student forum, and has been 
institutionalized to the extent that the 
Ministry of Culture developed Web 
commentator trainings (complete with 
exams and job certification) and major 
Web sites are required to have in-house 
teams of these government-trained 
commentators.65 Thus, while the 
government continues to aggressively 
intervene in news media coverage, these 
Fifty Cent Party members are proliferating 
because the Party has also come to 
recognize the potential benefits of a public 
relations approach to online discourse. 
 
Legal and regulatory frameworks 
Although China’s constitution formally 
guarantees freedom of expression and 
publication,66 the protection of human 
rights,67 legal and administrative 
regulations ensure that the Chinese 
Communist Party will be supported in its 
strategy of strict supervision of all forms of 
online content. The Internet has been 
targeted for monitoring since before it was 
even commercially available,68 and the 
government seems intent on keeping 
regulatory pace with its growth and 
development.  
 
Underlying all regulation of the Internet is 
a pantheon of proscribed content. Citizens 
are prohibited from disseminating 
between nine and eleven categories of 
content that appear consistently in most 
regulations;69 all can be considered 
subversive and trigger fines, content 
removal, and criminal liability.70 Illegal 
content, although broadly and vaguely 
defined, provides a blueprint of topics the 
government considers sensitive, including: 
endangering national security and 

contradicting officially accepted political 
theory, conducting activities in the name 
of an illegal civil organization, or inciting 
illegal assemblies or gatherings that 
disturb social order.71 
 
Campaigns directed at cracking down on 
the perceived harmful societal effects of 
Internet development have been both 
publicly mobilized and opaquely 
implemented, but the latter are no less of 
a reality. The severity of Internet content 
control also fluctuates during different 
time periods, especially those buffering 
politically sensitive events. For example, 
an official announcement from the 
General Administration of Press and 
Publications that, “a healthy and 
harmonious environment for a successful 
17th Party Congress” would be 
encouraged by stamping out “illegal news 
coverage” and “false news,” precipitated a 
crackdown on political news reporting, 
commentary, and Internet discussion 
through the close of the Party Congress in 
October.72 In those sensitive months, 
authorities closed 18,401 “illegal” Web 
sites and targeted Internet data centers, 
the physical computers that private firms 
rent to offer online interactive features.73  
 
On January 5, 2009, seven ministries 
(including the Ministry of Public Security 
and the Ministry of Culture) were 
convened by the State Council Information 
Office (SCIO) to discuss selected activities 
for repairing the flood of “vulgar” (disu) 
content on the Internet that harms the 
minds and bodies of youth.74 The 
crackdown was soon extended to include 
cell phone messages, online games and 
novels, videos and radio programs; by 
January 23, China Internet Illegal 
Information Reporting Centre (CIIRC) had 
received nearly 19,000 reports of harmful 
content, leading authorities to shut down 
1,250 illegal Web sites and to delete more 
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than three million items.75 The targeting of 
vulgar and pornographic content also 
netted some political casualties, notably 
the blog service provider Bullog.cn 
(Niubo), founded in 2006 by blogger Luo 
Yonghao. Bullog, which had become an 
important platform for liberal-leaning 
intellectuals and political bloggers, was 
shut down on January 9, 2009 for “picking 
up harmful information on political and 
current affairs.”76 Its closure was linked to 
its status as the leading domestic 
circulator Charter 08,77 as it had already 
survived a suspension in October 2007 
during the 17th Communist Party 
Congress, and the purging of multiple high 
profile blogs.78 By April 2009, Luo had 
migrated the site as Bulloger.com to a 
server overseas, which was accessible 
only by proxy server and “unlikely ever to 
be allowed to exist in China.”79 
 
In addition to campaigns dedicated to 
“strict supervision” of online providers in 
order to curb various types of “harmful” 
information,80 the government has 
managed to develop a relatively 
comprehensive strategy for managing 
online media. Since 2004, when essays 
and articles posted online began to be 
restricted more systematically, 
government supervision has evolved to 
rely largely on informal controls within 
official structures and stringent formal 
regulation. Nevertheless, it has been a 
challenge for the Chinese government to 
establish the same level of control over 
the Internet and online media as it has 
over the traditional media, due to factors 
including the relative decentralization of 
government supervision, the scale and 
viral possibilities of content available 
online, and the greater number of non-
state actors. 
 
A major development in Chinese 
cyberspace since 2005 has been the 

flourishing of online news media, which 
now ranks among the top online activities 
and reached 234 million Internet users in 
2008. 81 Not only do Chinese users cite 
the Internet as their most important 
source for information, more important 
than television and newspapers, but the 
national information clearinghouse on 
information technology, the China Internet 
Network Information Center, 
acknowledges that “the report[ing] of 
major events, such as the Olympics, has 
enabled network[ed] media to stand on a 
par with mainstream media.”82 
Supervision of the media, previously 
executed primarily by the Propaganda 
Department of the CCP, has been split 
with the SCIO, whose local branches have 
supervisory responsibility over Internet 
content.83 For example, most major online 
content providers and portals are 
registered in Beijing, and thus are 
managed by the Beijing Internet 
Information Administration Bureau under 
the Beijing Information Office. Web sites 
and content providers have been reported 
to operate with greater or lesser levels of 
freedom depending on where they are 
registered.84 
 
Any organization transmitting content 
electronically about current politics, 
economic issues and other public affairs 
must abide by the 2005 Provisions on the 
Administration of Internet News 
Information Services (Internet News 
regulations).85 These regulations 
introduced a complex regulatory scheme 
with the result that only news originating 
from state-supervised news outlets could 
be posted online. Government-licensed 
and authorized news agencies are limited 
to covering specific subjects approved by 
the state,86 but at least are allowed to 
conduct original reporting on “current 
events news information,” defined as 
“reporting and commentary relating to 
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politics, economics, military affairs, foreign 
affairs, and social and public affairs, as 
well as reporting and commentary relating 
to fast-breaking social events.”87 All Web 
sites that are non-governmental entities, 
or otherwise not licensed news agencies, 
are restricted from performing any 
journalistic function, limiting them to 
reprinting content from central news 
outlets or media under the direct control 
of provincial governments.88 In practice, 
major portals are not permitted to repost 
many articles published by print media 
online. 
 
To discipline media, government 
ministries and Party organs use both 
formal controls, such as policies and 
instructions and defamation liability, and 
informal mechanisms, including editorial 
responsibility for content, economic 
incentives, intimidation, and other forms 
of pressure.89 Generally, authorities prefer 
to issue instructions advising on topics to 
be censored informally via SMS, chat, e-
mail or at regular meetings with editors. 
Coverage of politically sensitive events is 
zealously managed at every stage in order 
to reduce the risk of exposure to the 
smallest possible degree.90 This 
management includes prior bans on 
publication and time limits for obeying 
instructions, as well as “guidance” that 
serves a more propagandistic function, 
including instructions on whether to place 
news, when to place news, where to place 
it, and in what form it should be publicized. 
When “mass incidents” or major events 
such as the 2008 Olympic Games reach 
their conclusion, the grasp loosens over 
time, but remains an unrelenting presence.  
 
Despite the challenges and intense 
resources required to effectively police 
online media, many of these formal and 
informal controls have nevertheless been 
extended to Chinese cyberspace. China's 

legal framework for Internet access and 
usage is achieved by the participation of 
state and non-state actors at all 
institutional levels.91 Control over Internet 
expression and content is multilayered 
and achieved by distributing criminal and 
financial liability, licensing and registration 
requirements, and self-monitoring 
instructions to non-state actors at every 
stage of access, from the ISP to the 
content provider and the end user. Some 
of these blunt and frequently applied 
methods include job dismissals; the 
closure of Web sites, often by their Web 
hosting service, for a broad array of 
infractions;92 and the detention of 
journalists, writers, and activists. In 2008, 
forty-nine individuals were known to be 
imprisoned for online activities,93 
including several (such as Huang Qi and 
Du Daobin) serving their second period of 
detention for Internet-related crimes.94 
Internet users have also been targeted for 
posting photographs and other multimedia 
online.95 For example, journalist Qi 
Chonghuai was questioned by police 
about an article he co-wrote about a 
corrupt local official and photographs of a 
luxurious government office building on 
the anti-corruption online forum of the 
Xinhua News Agency, before being 
sentenced to four years imprisonment on 
fraud and extortion charges.96 
Schoolteacher Liu Shaokun was detained 
on June 25, 2008 and sentenced to one 
year reeducation-through-labor for posting 
pictures of school buildings that collapsed 
in the Sichuan earthquake online.97 
 
ICPs, such as BBS and other user-
generated content sites, are directly 
responsible for what is published on their 
service.98 All services providing Internet 
users with information that fail sufficiently 
to monitor their Web sites and report 
violations, or produce, publish, or 
distribute harmful information, face fines 
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and other serious consequences, 
including shutdown, criminal liability, and 
license revocation.99 The government has 
used this approach to bring social media 
like video sharing sites in line with the 
larger governing framework for Internet 
content regulation. The Provisions on the 
Management of Internet Audio and Video 
Programming Services (“Video 
Regulations”), effective January 1, 2008, 
were a further refinement of the 
government’s attempt to create a 
sustainable “walled garden” of self-policed 
local-language content for the Chinese 
cybersphere.100 Jointly issued by the 
broadcast media regulator State 
Administration of Radio, Film, and 
Television (SARFT) and the MIIT, the 
regulations require video service providers 
that produce their own content to obtain 
both a broadcast production license as 
well as rarely-issued Internet news 
information services licenses regulated by 
the MIIT.101  Correspondingly, video sites 
are also prohibited from allowing any 
individuals to upload content pertaining to 
“current events” news without a special 
license.102  
 
In addition to the types of illegal content 
routinely proscribed in Internet regulations, 
SARFT issued a notice on March 30, 2009 
detailing twenty-one unusually specific 
and wide-ranging additional content 
categories that online video providers 
should edit or delete.103 These include 
distortions of Chinese culture and history; 
disparaging depictions of revolutionary 
leaders, heroes, police, army or judiciary; 
depictions of torture; mocking depictions 
of catastrophe, including major natural 
disasters; excessively frightening images 
and sounds effects; and “sexually 
suggestive or provocative content that 
leads to sexual thoughts.”104 The notice 
also mandates providers to improve their 
content administration systems by hiring 

personnel to review and filter content, 
especially online music videos and other 
video entertainment, original content, and 
even netizen reporters (paike).105  
 
For the first time, individuals are singled 
out in the Video Regulations, so that 
“primary investors” and “managers” can 
be fined up to 20,000 RMB or barred from 
engaging in similar services for five years 
for violations such as not sufficiently 
policing content or changing shareholders 
without going through specified 
procedures.106 
 
Implementation of these regulations has 
been uneven, a trademark of many laws in 
China. A significant degree of uncertainty 
was also created by the inaugural 
requirement that online video service 
providers be either wholly state-owned (as 
defined in Article 65 of the 2005 Company 
Law) or entities where the state holds the 
controlling interest, until the government 
clarified in February 2008 that this 
provision did not apply to already 
established Web sites.107 Initially, twenty-
five video sharing portals were shut down 
(including 56.com), and another thirty-two 
video sharing websites including 
Tudou.com - China's largest video-sharing 
portal - were warned for hosting improper 
material in March 2008.108 The third-
largest Chinese video sharing site, 56.com, 
went offline mysteriously in June 2008 for 
more than a month,109 while Youku.com 
received a license from SARFT in July 
2008.110 
 
Technical filtering associated with the so-
called Great Firewall of China is only one 
tool of informal control applied in China. 
For example, to manage the explosion of 
the Chinese blogosphere, which reached 
162 million blogs at the end of 2008,111 
blog service providers must not only install 
filters that do not allow the posting of 
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potentially thousands of keyword 
combinations, but also flag certain posts 
for review. Comment sections, forums, 
and other interactive features that pose a 
higher risk of containing sensitive content 
can be shut off, while posts can be 
deleted or concealed by the provider so 
that only the author can see them.112 
Bloggers who are considered to have 
written too many troublesome posts can 
have their accounts cancelled at will.  

 
The unfolding of one mass incident 
presents a crucial case study on the range 
of online and media strategies to gather 
and communicate information, as well as 
government attempts to manage them. On 
June 22, 2008, the body of middle school 
student Li Shufen was found in the Ximen 
River in Weng’an county, Guizhou 
province.113 Although authorities declared 
her death to be caused by accidental 
drowning, her family believed that she was 
a victim of a crime and pressed for an 
investigation. Rumors circulated that 
relatives of the country Party secretary 
and police chief were among the people Li 
was with on the night of her death, one of 
whom said she jumped suddenly while he 
was doing pushups.114 Less than a week 
later, a group of hundreds of marchers 
heading towards government offices 
morphed into a crowd of up to 30,000 
rioters, who surrounded a police 
headquarters and set fire to buildings and 
police vehicles.115 For a week, local 
officials were silent and only one piece of 
news was released by the official Xinhua 
News Agency, describing protesters as 
“some people who did not know about the 
exact context of what had happened.”116 
In contrast to the silence of state-run 
media, numerous photos and video clips 
of the rioting appeared immediately on 
blogs and various online forums such as 
Tianya and the People’s Daily Strong 
China forum, while unconfirmed and 

conflicting stories about the girl’s death 
were circulated on the Internet.117 Angry 
netizens and Web site moderators dueled 
vigorously, with users posting in 
increasingly oblique and creative ways and 
Web sites aggressively deleting and 
blocking information about the incident.118 
Furthermore, although hundreds of video 
clips appeared on YouTube, Chinese users 
could not access certain videos about the 
incident, while none appeared on two of 
biggest China’s domestic video sharing 
sites, Tudou.com and Uume.com.119 Soon 
after, state-run media began reporting 
more news and official announcements 
regarding the Weng’an riot on Chinese 
news sites, but without allowing Internet 
users to leave comments. Other media 
attempting to cover the story were 
compelled to apply for special press 
passes in order to secure interviews, 
which were then attended by local 
officials.120 By early July, state media was 
providing updates on the girl’s cause of 
death and confirming that four officials 
had been fired as a result of the 
incident.121  
 
At the same time, because these 
compulsory control mechanisms are 
actually implemented through informal 
processes, provider-based content control 
is neither narrow nor entirely predictable. 
A study of Chinese blog service providers 
demonstrated that there is substantial 
variation in censorship methods, the 
amount of content censored, and 
providers’ transparency about deleting or 
de-publishing content.122 Similar findings 
were reached in a Citizen Lab study of four 
popular search engines in China, which 
found significant variations in the level of 
transparency about filtering, actual 
content censored, and methods used, 
suggesting that there is not a 
comprehensive system for determining 
censored content.123 While Google and 
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Microsoft, which are hosted outside China, 
actually de-listed certain search results, 
the two search engines hosted inside 
China, Yahoo! and Baidu, ran their Web 
crawlers behind the China’s filtering 
system, and therefore did not index Web 
sites already blocked by the Chinese 
government. Although Google censored 
considerably less that the other search 
engines, it also has a practice of 
prioritizing authorized local content, which 
researcher Nart Villeneuve found 
amplified the significance of the censored 
Web sites as they were the only ones to 
offer differing viewpoints.124 Indeed, the 
complexity of these informal control 
mechanisms was further revealed in April 
2009, when an employee of China’s 
leading search engine, Baidu.com, leaked 
a folder containing the substance and flow 
of internal censorship.125 These included 
lists of topics, keywords, and URLs to be 
blocked, and banned forums, as well as 
guidelines for employee monitoring work, 
censorship of the popular Baidu post bars, 
and information that should be banned.126  
 
The government’s filtering practices can 
cause considerable anger amongst 
China’s Internet users, especially when 
entire platforms or tools such as RSS feed 
sites or Twitter are blocked. 127 The uses 
of social media form the building blocks 
for what blogger Isaac Mao calls 
“sharism,” where the ‘co-computing of 
people, networks, and machines” form a 
networked pipeline system to spread 
information in the face of Internet 
crackdowns.128 
 
Due to a wide range of factors – from 
economic incentives and demographic 
factors of the online community to the 
dragnet of legal liability – the impact of 
self-censorship is likely enormous and 
increasingly public, if difficult to measure. 
Furthermore, the efforts of industry 

organizations at self-discipline are not 
entirely removed from government 
oversight. In promoting “Internet 
cooperation,” officials place self-discipline 
hand-in-hand with admonitions to abide by 
Chinese laws.129 The CIIRC encourages 
the reporting of “illegal” or “harmful” 
information and is sponsored by the 
Internet Society of China, formally 
registered as a civil society 
organization.130 Yet, the CIIRC cited Baidu 
and Google’s Web and image search 
engines for returning a large number of 
obscene and pornographic links as part of 
an announced official crackdown on 
obscene and pornographic content in 
January 2009. Google and Baidu were 
among a total of nineteen Web sites 
singled out for harmful, vulgar content 
available to minors, including, Sina.com, 
Sohu.com, Wangyi, and Tianya.131 
 
The Chinese constitution protects people’s 
right to criticize and make suggestions to 
any state organ.132 However, a few cases 
of alleged online defamation publicized in 
spring 2009 exemplify how the Internet is 
illuminating some of the complexities of 
influence and power in the relationships 
between media, different levels of 
government, and citizens seeking justice.  
 
Land requisitions for commercial 
development by local governments in 
China, where farmers are often 
inadequately compensated for land and 
suffer significant losses in income, are a 
common problem of poor governance and 
an inadequate legal system.133 After 
petitions and other attempts to protect 
concerned farmers’ legal rights had failed, 
Wu Baoquan and Wang Shuai were 
detained for their online criticism of local 
government land seizures.134 In 2007, Wu 
had posted information and conducted his 
own investigation about a land requisition 
in Ordos, Inner Mongolia, where officials 
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forced residents off their land in order to 
sell it to developers.  In these land 
requisitions, they earned exorbitant profits 
while paying compensation well below 
market rates to the farmers.135 Wu was 
tried twice for criminal defamation and 
ultimately had his sentence increased to 
two years, although the same court that 
affirmed his conviction decided to review 
his case in April 2009.136 
 
Wang Shuai was the author of a satirical 
blog post suggesting officials from his 
hometown, Lingbao City in Henan Province, 
had misappropriated funds for combatting 
drought by carrying out policies that 
actually encouraged drought in order to 
drive down land values and justify paying 
farmers less compensation for land 
requisitions.137 He was detained in 
Shanghai by Lingbao officials on March 6, 
2009, and released on bail only after he 
signed a written confession and his family 
agreed to cut down their fruit trees, 
reducing the compensation they would 
receive for their land.138 As is often the 
case, it took media attention, this time 
through a story in the national China Youth 
Daily newspaper, to spark the online 
public scrutiny that would influence the 
outcome of Wu’s case. In this instance, 
higher Party officials issued an apology 
(from the Henan province chief of public 
security), compensated Wang for his eight 
days in detention, and fired the local Party 
secretary and punished three other 
officials.139 
 
Neither Wang nor Wu were journalists 
using a professional platform to 
disseminate information, but media were 
in large part responsible for exponentially 
expanding public awareness and 
discourse online on their cases. 
 
The first litigation to be launched over 
human flesh search engines also tested 

how Internet libel would be dealt with 
under Chinese law. A Beijing woman 
named Jiang Yan had committed suicide 
in December 2007, months after learning 
about her husband Wang Fei’s 
infidelity.140 According to her instructions, 
posts from the blog diary she left 
recounting her ordeal were published 
posthumously by major Web portals, and 
Wang’s anonymous human flesh search 
engine critics went to work publishing her 
husband’s name, address, and other 
personal details.141 In March 2008, after 
he was publicly condemned, harassed, 
and fired from his job, Wang sued the 
classmate of his wife who had posted her 
blog on his Web site and the portals 
Daqi.com and Tianya. In December, after 
convening a rare panel of fifty-four judges, 
a Beijing court ruled in Wang’s favor, 
finding that the classmate and Daqi.com 
violated Wang’s rights of privacy and 
reputation, ordering them to pay a total of 
almost USD1200 in damages for 
emotional distress, remove the posts, and 
apologize.142 However, since Wang 
admitted to his infidelity, the court did not 
find that Wang had been slandered. It also 
exonerated Tianya, which had acted 
“appropriately” by deleting a user post 
containing Wang’s personal information 
upon his request.143 Interestingly, after 
issuing its judgment the Beijing district 
court held a press conference to 
recommend that the MIIT use technology 
to monitor Internet speech and prevent 
similar infringements.144 
 
While one legal scholar argued that the 
Chinese legal system “weighs privacy 
pretty heavily against free speech, even 
when the speech is truthful,”145 the 
relatively low fine may not act as quite as 
strong a deterrent as plaintiffs like Wang 
may desire. However, the legal system has 
become increasingly responsive to those 
who feel victimized by the human flesh 
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search engines, especially corrupt 
officials. In March 2009, the Standing 
Committee of the National People’s 
Congress approved an amendment to the 
Criminal Law that would punish 
government and corporate employees with 
access to personal data to illegally obtain, 
sell or leak such information, while Xuzhou 
city in Jiangsu province became the first 
jurisdiction to prohibit the dissemination 
of others’ personal information on the 
Internet.146 
 
Surveillance 
The government has continued to refine 
Internet surveillance mechanisms to 
closely track individuals’ online 
activities.147 In November 2006 the 
Ministry of Public Security announced the 
completion of the essential tasks of 
constructing the first stage of its “Golden 
Shield” project, which is a digital national 
surveillance network with almost complete 
coverage across public security units 
nationwide.148 Despite the vagueness of 
public pronouncements on the 
implementation of the Golden Shield, the 
surveillance efforts of local governments, 
as well as organizations delegated 
responsibility for surveillance such as 
schools and ICPs, are clearly becoming 
more sophisticated. Since 2006, local 
governments have been developing “Safe 
City” surveillance and communications 
networks that connect police stations, 
through IP video surveillance, security 
cameras and back-end data management 
facilities, to specific locations including 
Internet cafés, financial centers, and 
entertainment areas.149 Private firms 
known as “censorship entrepreneurs” 
have also jumped into the fray, providing 
advanced text mining solutions to enable 
censors to monitor, forecast and 
“manage” online public opinion, thereby 
avoiding scandalous and damaging 
revelations such as the Internet post in 

June 2007 that exposed how children 
were kidnapped and forced into slave 
labor at illegal brick kilns in Shanxi 
province.150 One company featured by 
international media, TRS Information 
Technology, claims to be the “leading 
search and content management 
technology and software provider in 
China,” serving over 90 percent of the 
State Council ministries, 50 percent of 
newspaper press groups, and 300 
universities and colleges.151 Although TRS 
disclosed that its high-end surveillance 
systems had been generally adopted by 
police – specifically that the company had 
installed data-mining systems at eight 
Shanghai police stations so that one 
Internet police officer could now do the 
work of ten – TRS does not list the 
Ministry of Public Security as one of its 
“famous customers.”152  
 
Chinese law offers few viable protections 
for individual privacy, although clauses in 
most Internet laws and regulations do 
technically provide for the confidentiality 
of user information. The exceptions, 
however, are more important. For example, 
regulations on the management of e-mail 
services provide that e-mail service 
providers are duty-bound to keep personal 
information and e-mail addresses of users 
confidential, and may not disclose them 
except with user consent or when 
authorized for national security reasons or 
criminal investigations according to 
procedures stipulated by law.153 When 
required by law, for reasons involving 
national security and in criminal 
investigations, most Internet regulations 
allow for disclosure of user information.  
However, they typically fail to specify what 
formal procedures are required or what 
evidentiary standards must be met for the 
disclosure of information. In practice, as 
has been demonstrated in a number of 
cases,154 all ISPs and ICPs must not only 
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capitulate to Chinese government 
demands for censoring content, but are 
also required to assist the government in 
monitoring Internet users and recording 
their online activities. Requests to turn 
over personal data are often informal or 
provide little detail, and providers have no 
discretion to refuse turning over 
information to public security officials.155  
 
Real-name registration 
Registration requirements are often the 
first step to monitoring citizens’ online 
activities. Although this rule is not 
enforced, new subscribers to ISPs have 
been expected to register with their local 
police bureaus since 1996.156 In March 
2005, as part of a CCP campaign to 
exercise tighter control over culture, 
education and media, all university BBS’ 
were ordered to block off-campus users 
and require users to re-register with their 
personal identifying information when 
going online, eliminating online 
anonymity.157 The city of Hangzhou was 
slated to become the first in China to 
require real-name web registration for 
users to participate in local chat rooms or 
online forums, but these regulations were 
put on hold in May 2009. 158 The 
momentum for real-name systems might 
be stronger with cell phones, however. In 
January 2009, Beijing Mobile announced 
that it would begin requiring customers to 
show identification when purchasing its 
Easyown pre-paid SIM cards (which 
amount to 70 percent of the customers on 
China Mobile, the nation’s largest carrier) 
and limit purchases to three per 
person.159  
 
Data retention 
ISPs and ICPs in China must fulfill data 
retention obligations. ISPs are required to 
record important data (such as 
identification, URLs visited, length of visit, 
and activities) about all of their users for 

at least sixty days and to ensure that no 
illegal content is being hosted on their 
servers.160 While 78 percent of users in 
China connect from home, 42 percent of 
users also use Internet cafés as a main 
access location.161 However, since 2002, 
Internet access through Internet cafés has 
heavily been regulated: all cafés are 
required to install filtering software, ban 
minors from entering, monitor the 
activities of their users, and record every 
user's identity and complete session logs 
for up to sixty days.162 In many cities, they 
are also connected by live video feed to 
local police stations. The providers of 
electronic bulletin services, including 
bulletin board services, online discussion 
forums, chat rooms, et cetera are required 
to monitor the contents of information 
released in their service system, time of 
release, URL or domain name, and keep it 
for sixty days.163  
 
Owned by Tencent, QQ is China’s most 
popular instant messenger, and this 
service was found to have installed a 
keyword blocking program in their client 
software to monitor and record users’ 
online communication, offering it to the 
police if required.164  
 
Filtering and surveillance are often 
complementary processes, especially 
when ISPs and ICPs that are liable for the 
activities of their users delegate human 
monitors to monitor and flag content for 
further review or deletion. Online 
communications via e-mail and instant 
messaging (such as QQ and Skype) are 
also examined and monitored by 
government.165 In October 2008, a joint 
report by the Information Warfare Monitor 
and ONI Asia provided a chilling example 
of the possibilities for surveillance 
conducted by non-state actors on a 
massive scale.166 TOM-Skype, the 
Chinese-marketed version of the chat and 
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texting software Skype, kept over a million 
user records in seven types of log files, 
including IP addresses, usernames, and 
time and date stamps in all the log files 
that could be decrypted. All of these log 
files, along with the information required 
to decrypt these log files, were kept on 
publicly-accessible servers. For call 
information logs dating from August 2007, 
the username and phone number of the 
recipient was also logged, while content 
filter logs dating from August 2008 also 
contained full texts of chat messages 
(which themselves contained sensitive 
information such as e-mail addresses, 
passwords, and bank card numbers). Of 
the eight TOM-Skype surveillance servers 
traced by researcher Nart Villeneuve, one 
server hosted a special version designed 
for use in Internet cafés and contained log 
files and the censored keyword list, while 
another contained logs for TOM Online’s 
wireless services. 
 
The TOM-Skype surveillance system was 
triggered when a TOM-Skype user sent or 
received messages containing a banned 
keyword listed in a keyfile, and those 
messages are then stored in log files on a 
TOM-Skype server. Within the content of 
these messages stored in the file logs, 
when filtered out to eliminate English 
language obscenities, almost 16 percent 
contain the word ‘communist,’ 7 percent 
the word ‘falun,’ and 2.5 percent 
contained ‘Taiwan independence.’ 
However, the logged messages also made 
reference to other content outside the 
range of these long-sensitive topics, such 
as earthquake and milk powder.167 
 
Furthermore, the data also contained 
personal information of Skype users that 
interacted with TOM-Skype users. Users 
who attempt to access www.skype.com 
from China are redirected to 
skype.tom.com. While Skype claimed that 

TOM fixed the security breaches within 
twenty-four hours of the report’s 
publication,168 the report issued a warning 
for “groups engaging in political activism 
or promoting the use of censorship 
circumvention technology accessed 
through services provided by companies 
that have compromised on human rights.” 
From the information contained in the log 
files, it would be possible to conduct 
politically motivated surveillance by using 
simple social networking tools to identify 
the relationships between users.  
 
Like all other ICPs, most bulletin boards 
and chat rooms assign personnel to 
monitor the content of messages.169 
Messages submitted by users are 
censored by human censors and filtering 
systems before appearing online.170 In 
order to enhance the surveillance on 
bulletin board systems, since 2005, the 
users of campus bulletin boards have 
been mandated to re-register with their 
real identifying information before posting 
messages online.171  
 
In recent years, serious concerns have 
been raised about the ability of the 
Chinese government to spy on the 
country’s 624 million cell phone 
subscribers: in 2008, one Chinese state-
run cell phone company revealed that it 
had unlimited access to the personal data 
of their customers and hands the date 
over to Chinese security officials upon 
request.172 Since 2004, the Chinese 
government has been drafting legislation 
to regulate personal mobile phone 
communication, which would require all 
cell phone subscribers to register for 
mobile phone service with their real name 
and identification card.173 In addition, 
Chinese police have installed filtering and 
surveillance systems for mobile and short 
message service providers to block and 
monitor “harmful” short message 
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communications.174 Anyone who 
distributes “harmful” message or rumors 
via short message service of mobile 
phones can be arrested and convicted. 175 
 
Cyberattacks 
In 2008, organizations advocating for 
human rights in Tibet and China 
experienced escalated cyberattacks 
during politically explosive events, such as 
the crackdown on Tibetan protesters in 
March, and in the lead-up to the Olympic 
Games in August. The preferred method of 
these attackers was reportedly email 
viruses, which are more likely to be 
undetected by commercial anti-virus 
software because they are hand-
crafted.176  From field research conducted 
at the offices of the Tibetan Government-
in-exile in Dharamsala and several Tibetan 
missions abroad, researchers at the 
SecDev Group and the Citizen Lab at the 
University of Toronto discovered an 
extensive malware based cyber-espionage 
network that also used “contextually 
relevant emails” to gain “complete, real-
time” control of at least 1,295 infected 
computers in 103 countries.177 This 
network, which they called GhostNet, sent 
emails to specific targets containing a 
Trojan called gHost RAT, which in taking 
full control of infected computers allowed 
GhostNet to search and download specific 
files and covertly operate attached 
devices such as microphones and web 
cameras. Among the high-value infections, 
comprising close to 30 percent of the 
computers affected, were many foreign 
affairs ministries, embassies, regional 
organizations (such as the ASEAN 
Secretariat) and news organizations. 
Although the complicity or awareness of 
Chinese authorities could not be 
conclusively established, researchers 
tracked the instances of gHost RAT to 
commercial Internet access accounts 
located on the island of Hainan in China. 

 
ONI testing results 
The ‘great firewall of China’ uses a variety 
of overlapping techniques for blocking 
content containing a wide range of 
material considered politically sensitive by 
the Chinese government. While China 
employs filtering techniques used by many 
other countries, including DNS (domain 
name system) tampering and IP (internet 
protocol) blocking, it is unique in the world 
for its system of Internet connections 
when triggered by a list of banned 
keywords. Known as a TCP reset, this 
content filtering by keyword targets 
content regardless of where it is hosted. 

 
TCP reset filtering is based on inspecting 
the content of IP packets for keywords 
that would trigger blocking, either in the 
header or the content of the message. 
When a router in the Great Firewall 
identifies a bad keyword, it sends reset 
packets to both the source and 
destination IP addresses in the packet, 
breaking the connection.  
 
China employs targeted yet extensive 
filtering of information that could have a 
potential impact on the Party’s control 
over social stability, and is therefore 
predominantly focused on Chinese-
language content relating to China-specific 
issues. For the government, information 
constituting a threat to public order 
extends well beyond well-publicized 
sensitive topics, such as the June 1989 
military crackdown, the Tibetan rights 
movement, and the Falun Gong spiritual 
organization (all of which are methodically 
blocked), and includes independent media 
and dissenting voices, as well as content 
on human rights, political reform, 
sovereignty issues, and circumvention 
tools.  
 
Filtering during the 2008 Olympic Games 
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ONI monitored a shortlist of prominent 
blogs, Chinese-language and international 
news sites, advocacy organizations, and 
social media platforms continuously from 
late July to mid-September 2008. This 
period generally marked the one of most 
significant openings in access to 
information since ONI began monitoring 
Internet filtering in China in 2004, but the 
foundations of censorship based on 
control over domestic media and civil 
society remained. 
 
In 2001, China issued this decree in its 
official bid for the 2008 Olympic Games: 
“There will be no restrictions on journalists 
in reporting on the Olympic Games.”178 
This promise was significantly 
compromised, not only in China’s 
purported long-term attempt to build a 
more open and transparent media 
system,179 but also in the lack of 
transparency over its policy on access to 
online information. 
 
At a press conference on July 28, the 
media director of the Beijing Olympic 
Committee responded to a Wall Street 
Journal reporter who physically displayed 
the filtering of certain websites on his 
laptop by denying anything was amiss.180 
This time, a Chinese Foreign Ministry 
spokesperson laid part of the blame with 
the websites themselves, claiming they 
have problems making them “not easy to 
view in China.”181 Yet three days later, on 
July 31, the IOC admitted to accepting a 
deal with the Chinese government in 
which sensitive websites that were “not 
considered Games-related” would be 
blocked.182 
 
During the Olympics, access was 
partitioned between the Olympics Main 
Press Center (MPC) in the Olympic Green 
and the Beijing International Media 
Center, the main press venue for non-IOC 

accredited journalists.183 ONI compared 
data from the MPC and other locations in 
Beijing, compiling a snapshot of Internet 
filtering in China leading up to the 
Olympics. ONI testing confirms that 
filtering of Internet content at the MPC 
continued even for members of the 
foreign press through TCP reset keyword 
blocking and IP address blocking; the 
latter accounting for the vast majority of 
filtering at the MPC. For each test at the 
MPC, ONI tested at other locations in 
Beijing with broadband Internet access 
provided by China Netcom. Throughout 
this time period, filtering was nearly 
identical between the MPC and consumer-
level access on China Netcom and China 
Telecom, indicating that the incrementally 
increased openness was implemented 
nationally. 
 
Many sites that are routinely blocked by 
the Chinese government for containing 
politically sensitive content remained 
accessible from August 1 to at least mid-
September 2008, including the website of 
human rights organizations (Article 19, 
China Labour Bulletin) and foreign-hosted 
Chinese-language news sites. Overseas 
news organizations such as the World 
Journal and the BBC News Chinese 
website were the main beneficiaries of 
China’s Olympic guarantees.  
 
Even though the IOC acknowledged on 
July 31 that filtering would continue to 
take place, a number of websites blocked 
at the MPC on July 25 were accessible a 
week later, including Amnesty 
International, Chinese-language Wikipedia 
(zh.wikipedia.org), and an increased swath 
of independent media including Taiwan’s 
Liberty Times, the Hong Kong-based Apple 
Daily newspaper, Voice of America news, 
and Radio Free Asia (www.rfa.org) and its 
Chinese website.  
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However, RFA’s Tibetan and Uyghur 
language websites became inaccessible 
again around August 20. Although Flickr 
remained accessible throughout the 
testing period, two of its photo servers 
were filtered until mid-August. Most of the 
sites unblocked for the Olympics remained 
accessible until at least mid-September 
2008 on China Netcom, although a few 
(including Amnesty International) were 
again blocked on China Telecom by 
September 15.  
 
At the same time, ONI found that the sites 
being filtered frequently address 
tumultuous and controversial changes 
wrought in preparation for the Games, 
from crackdowns on civil society to the 
transformation of a capital city and other 
social upheavals. Thus, the majority of 
advocacy sites and politically ‘sensitive’ 
organizations remained blocked, sweeping 
across a broad range of issues from 
citizen journalism (www.zuola.com) to the 
Three Gorges Probe, as well as nearly all 
of the Tibetan exile advocacy groups. 
Groups staunchly critical of Chinese 
government policy, including the press 
freedom groups Reporters Without 
Borders and Freedom House, continued to 
be blocked. The status of certain news 
sites including the China Digital Times 
Internet news and information 
clearinghouse, and Boxun.com, a 
dissident news website that Chinese 
government officials reportedly look to as 
a source of internal news, remained 
unchanged. Furthermore, the accessibility 
of any website does not guarantee that 
content on that site will be available, as 
China’s practice of filtering keywords 
through a TCP reset appears as robust as 
ever. 
 
On December 19, 2008, the website of 
The New York Times was reported blocked 
even as restrictions were lifted on the 

Chinese-language Web sites of the BBC, 
Voice of America and Asiaweek, which had 
been blocked earlier that week. 184 
 
In addition to testing during the Olympics 
period, ONI also conducted testing in late 
2008 on two backbone providers, the 
state-owned telecoms China Unicom, (CU), 
formerly China Netcom, and China 
Telecom (CT), which between them 
provide coverage nationwide. Because 
both control access to an international 
gateway, URL filtering and domain name 
system (DNS) tampering implemented by 
CU and CT affect all users of the network 
regardless of ISP.  
 
Nearly all of the DNS tampering was 
executed by CU, while CT blocked a 
number of human rights organizations, 
pornographic sites, and one Hong Kong-
based publisher (mirrorbooks.com) using 
this method. CU also uses IP blocking to 
filter nearly 400 IP addresses. These 
correlated closely to sites blocked on CT 
through a method obscured to analysis, in 
which users were presented with an error 
page informing the user that a network 
error occurred while accessing the 
website. While the error page can appear 
in the case of legitimate network errors, 
the repeated appearance of the error page 
indicates blocking is taking place. CT also 
used a squid proxy to block a handful of 
websites, including several Flickr photo 
servers. While the two backbone providers 
showed less overlap in filtering methods 
when compared with 2006-2007, there 
continues to be almost complete 
correlation in blocking between CU and 
CT.  
 
At time of testing, most international 
social media platforms were accessible, 
including Flickr, Blogspot, Wordpress, 
Facebook, and Twitter. In contrast to 
2006-2007, when all individual Blogspot 
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blogs tested were accessible on China 
Netcom and blocked or inaccessible on 
China Telecom, in 2008 CU and CT 
blocked nearly all of the same individual 
Blogspot blogs tested. Technorati 
continued to be blocked. 
 
In late 2008, China had resumed blocking 
many Web sites that were blocked in 
2006-2007 and made accessible during 
at least part of the Olympics period. These 
included the independent overseas news 
sites (The Liberty Times) and Radio Free 
Asia’s main website and its Mandarin, 
Uyghur, and Tibetan language sites. 
However, in contrast to 2006-2007, some 
of these websites were unreliably or 
intermittently accessible during December 
2008 testing, possibly as a result of the 
TCP reset filtering method used. Sites 
blocked using the TCP reset included 
YouTube, Chinese-language Wikipedia, 
and BBC News.  
 
A few sites that were accessible in 2006-
2007 had been blocked by the time of 
testing in 2008, most notably Wikipedia, 
(en.wikipedia.org). The site Wikileaks was 
also blocked by both ISPs in 2008 testing. 
 
The greatest variations in filtering patterns 
between 2006-2007 and 2008 occurred 
with Chinese-language news media Web 
sites, likely in continuity from the 
Olympics. As in 2006-2007, few 
international news organizations were 
filtered, and some formerly blocked (e.g. 
Voice of America News) were accessible. 
Notably, some prominent Chinese-
language media blocked in 2006-2007 
were accessible in 2008, including the 
World Journal, www.singtao.com, and the 
Apple Daily. However, a significant number 
of independent media representing 
different points on the political spectrum 
continued to be filtered.  
 

In 2006-2007 and 2008, China filtered a 
significant portion of content specific to its 
own human rights record and practices. As 
such, only a few global human rights sites 
with a global scope continued to be 
filtered, including Human Rights and 
Freedom House. Article 19 and Human 
Rights First were no longer blocked in 
2008, and filtering on Amnesty 
International was renewed after a hiatus 
during the Olympics period. A typical 
example of this targeting of China-related 
content is the differential treatment of two 
related organizations: while the Web site 
for the writers’ association PEN American 
Center hosted content on the jailed 
dissident and Charter 08 co-author Liu 
Xiaobo, it was accessible (www.pen.org) 
while the Chinese PEN Center 
(www.chinesepen.org), a site with both 
English and Chinese content, was blocked 
by both ISPs. The sites of watchdogs on 
Chinese rights defenders and labor rights 
continued to be blocked, as did a 
substantial number of rights organizations 
based in Hong Kong.  
 
Certain targets for blocking continued to 
cut across political and social lines of 
conflict in 2008. The consistent filtering of 
Web sites supporting greater autonomy 
and rights protection for the Uyghur 
(http://www.uyghurcongress.org/), 
Tibetan, and Mongolian 
(http://www.innermongolia.org/) ethnic 
minorities is not surprising, as these 
issues have already been excluded from 
official discourse inside China. Nearly all 
of the overseas Tibetan organizations, 
which conduct a wide range of activities 
from news broadcasting for the Tibetan 
community to the Tibetan Youth Congress, 
which lobbies for full independence for 
Tibet. China also continued to block a 
substantial number of sites on religion, 
including the International Coalition for 
Religious Freedom, Catholic organizations, 
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and sites on Islam in Arabic, including 
those presenting extremist viewpoints 
(http://www.alumah.com/). 
 
In 2008, China continued to filter a 
significant number of sites presenting 
alternative or additional perspectives on 
its policies toward Taiwan and North 
Korea. For example, the Democratic 
Progressive Party (DPP) of Taiwan 
(http://www.dpp.org.tw/) is continually 
filtered. However, a number of sites with 
no political content but ending with the 
domain .tw were blocked, and Greenpeace 
Taiwan was the only country website of 
the organization blocked by both ISPs. 
 
As in 2006-2007, the major exceptions to 
the focus on politically sensitive topics 
specific to China in 2008 were 
circumvention tools and pornography. A 
portion, though not a majority, of proxy 
tools and anonymizers in both the Chinese 
(http://gardennetworks.com/) and English 
languages (http://www.peacefire.org/) 
was blocked. The circumvention tool 
Psiphon is also blocked, along with the 
Citizen Lab at the University of Toronto 
and the Information Warfare Monitor, 
sister institutions engaging in research on 
circumvention and surveillance. Both ISPs 
also blocked a substantial amount of 
pornographic content. 
 
Although the scope of Internet filtering in 
China extends far beyond the highly 
sensitive issues known as the “three Ts: 
Tibet, Tiananmen, and Taiwan,” the 
continued potency of these subjects 
evidently prompted the Chinese 
government to step up filtering of leading 
international websites and social media 
platforms in 2009. On March 24, 2009, 
Google officially confirmed that YouTube 
was blocked in China, from a steep drop in 
traffic on the evening of March 23 to 
“near zero” by March 24.185 Herdict.org 

also captured accounts providing evidence 
of a previous reported block of Youtube 
beginning on March 4, coinciding with the 
one-year anniversary of the crackdown on 
protests in Tibetan regions (during which 
YouTube was also reported blocked in 
March 2008) as well as the 50th 
anniversary of the Tibetan uprising of 
1959. Blogspot became inaccessible 
around May 9,186 and on June 2, two days 
before the 20th anniversary of the June 4th 
military crackdown, Flickr, Twitter, 
live.com, and Hotmail were blocked in 
rapid succession.187 
 
In May 2009, the Ministry of Industry and 
Information Technology (MIIT) in China 
sent a notification to computer 
manufacturers of its intention to require 
all new PCs sold in China after July 1 to 
have filtering software pre-installed.188 
The notice, jointly issued by the MIIT, the 
Civilization Office of the Central 
Communist Party Committee, and the 
Ministry of Finance, according to the PRC 
Government Procurement Law, mandates 
the procurement of all rights and services 
related to a designated software called 
“Green Dam Youth Escort” to be made 
available for free public use in accordance 
with the Government Procurement Law. 
Green Dam is a product of the Jinhui 
Computer System Engineering Co., which 
reportedly received 40 million RMB from 
the government for a year-long 
contract.189 
 
The purported intent of the Green Dam 
software is to filter harmful online text and 
image content in order to prevent the 
effects of this information on youth and 
promote a healthy and harmonious 
Internet environment.190 However, 
researchers at the OpenNet Initiative and 
the Stop Badware project conducting an 
initial technical assessment of the 
software found that Green Dam’s filtering 
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is not only ineffective at blocking 
pornographic content as a whole, but also 
includes unpredictable and disruptive 
blocking of political and religious content 
normally associated with the Great 
Firewall of China.191 
 
As a computing tool Green Dam is far 
more powerful than the centralized 
filtering system China currently 
implements.  It actively monitors individual 
computer behavior to the extent that its 
‘language processing’ tool can institute 
extremely intrusive ‘kill’ action on sites if 
the content algorithm detects 
‘inappropriate’ sensitive political or 
religious speech.192 These actions include 
the sudden termination of web browser 
tabs, whole browsers, and a wide range of 
programs including word processing and 
email. In order to enable this application 
layer monitoring, Green Dam installs 
components deep into the kernel of the 
computer operating systems. Researchers 
also found that the killing of sites upon 
inappropriate keywords or URLs like 
“falundafa.org” extends to killing single 
letters that auto-complete in the location 
boxes and auto-complete lists in browsers. 
For example, if a user enters 
epochtimes.com into the location, the user 
will see the page briefly, see the warning 
box briefly, and then have the whole 
browser killed. But after the user restarts 
the browser, epochtimes.com will be in the 
browser history and therefore in the auto-
complete list, so that the user may only 
have to type 'e' into the location box to 
trigger the appearance of epochtimes.com 
in the auto-complete list and cause Green 
Dam to kill the whole browser.193  
 
The monopoly status granted to Jinhui is 
unprecedented, representing the first 
instance where a government mandated a 
specific filtering software product for use 
at a national level instead of performance 

standards that encourage consumer 
choice, security and product quality. The 
mandated procurement and pre-
installation of Green Dam also adds a new 
and powerful control mechanism to the 
existing filtering system, in addition 
blocking already done at the international 
backbones and by individual online 
content providers. Distributing control 
mechanisms to end-users at the periphery 
allows the government to partially offload 
the burden of monitoring and blocking 
content to individual machines on the 
network, amounting to a “huge distributed 
super computer dedicated to controlling 
online content.”194 
 
In addition to interfering with the 
performance of personal computers in an 
unpredictable way, the poor design of 
Green Dam also presents security risks 
that allow any web site the user visits to 
take control of the user’s computer, with 
the potential for malicious sites to steal 
private data and other illegal acts, or even 
turn every Chinese computer running 
Green Dam into a member of a botnet.195 
The StopBadware Project at the Berkman 
Center confirmed that the application 
violates its Badware guidelines for 
software, as it does not disclose the 
filtering of political speech or the 
unexpected behavior of completely killing 
processes that contain such speech.196 
 
Conclusion 
In 2008, China led the world with 300 
million Internet users, and the sheer scale 
and expanding scope of online content 
presented a significant challenge for a 
government intent on maintaining social 
stability and order in China’s networked 
spheres. The 2008 Olympic Games held in 
Beijing had a net positive impact on 
access to information, but this has abated 
without continued international pressure 
for greater openness and transparency. 
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The foundation of China’s information 
control framework continues to be built on 
ensuring domestic providers are 
responsible for filtering and monitoring 
hosted content. In fine-tuning this system 
China is also adopting subtler and more 
fluid controls, including attempts to 
promote a public relations approach to 
online commentary and news reporting as 
well as measures to distribute control 
mechanisms to end users through the 
procurement of filtering software on home 
computers.  
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